Introduction
In the quantitative assessment of voice characteristics the use of acoustic features has received an increasing amount of attention in the past years. Several advantages are conceivable in the acoustic analysis of pathological voices. Most prominently, the reproducibility of results and the independence of the experimenter allow an objective characterization of a voice. Acoustic analysis is non-invasive and does not require semi-invasive tools like endoscopes. Therefore subjects may be tested easily for different voice tasks such as sustained phonation of different vowels or running speech. Such an analysis of different voice tasks is important if the every-day performance and range of the voice is to be assessed. Acoustic analysis methods offer these possibilities whereas the assessment of the vocal product may be difficult to realize for different speech tasks with other diagnostic methods such as laryngo-stroboscopy or high-speed imaging of the vocal fold vibration. More pragmatic advantages concern the low costs of the analysis both in terms of equipment and personnel.
Problems in acoustic analyses may arise from contaminations of the acoustic signal. While background noise can generally be controlled as well as a possible Doppler effect (Schoentgen, Bensaid, Bucella, & Ciocea, 1998) , the specific vocal tract resonances (Michaelis et al., 1998b; Rammage, Peppard, & Bless, 1992) or the heartbeat cycle (Orlikoff & Baken, 1989) may have an effect on the values of acoustic measures. However, the main drawback seems to be the still unresolved discussion concerning the general interpretation of analysis results in terms of perceptual or physiological correlates (Dejonckere, 1995; Dejonckere & Lebacq, 1996; de Krom, 1995; Eskenazi, Childers, & Hicks, 1990; Feijoo & Hernández, 1990; Hammarberg, Fritzell, Gauffin, Sundberg, & Wedin, 1980; Hammarberg, Fritzell, & Schiratzki, 1981; Hillenbrand & Houde, 1996; Kreiman & Gerratt, 1994; Murry, Singh, & Sargent, 1977; Rammage, Peppard, & Bless, 1992; Södersten & Lindestad, 1990; Zwirner, Michaelis, Fröhlich, Strube, & Kruse, 1998) .
Some general correspondences have nevertheless emerged in the interpretation of the acoustic analysis results in relation to the underlying voice generation process. First, irregularities that have been detected in the radiated voice signal by appropriate acoustic features may be attributed to irregularities Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -4 of the vocal fold vibration (Dejonckere, 1995) . Well-known measures of this category are jitter and shimmer. Second, incomplete glottal closure during the closed phase of the glottal cycle causes turbulent airflow and consequently an increased amount of additive noise in the radiated signal (Dejonckere & Lebacq, 1996) .
Acoustic analysis results that are based on the measurement of those two signal characteristics (irregularity and additive noise content) may therefore be interpretable in terms of the underlying voice production process. We use the term phonation mechanism to describe the main characteristics of the voice production process (i.e., whether the vocal folds or supra-glottal structures serve to generate the voice, or whether glottal closure can be realized or not). The phonation condition further specifies the individual conditions of voice generation(e.g., the local vibration amplitude that -in the case of a tumor -is affected by size and location of the tumor). Different phonation mechanisms can be described in a qualitative way so that voices can be grouped categorically by phonation mechanism. On the other hand, phonation conditions for individual subjects vary on a continuous scale. If groups based on specific phonation mechanism are to be compared, the qualitative difference in voice generation between the groups should exceed the differences within a group due to the variation of individual phonation conditions. But even then, the choice of appropriate features and algorithms remains crucial so that the usefulness of acoustic features has even been questioned altogether (Bielamowicz, Kreiman, Gerratt, Dauer, & Berke, 1996; Rabinov, Kreiman, Gerratt, & Bielamowicz, 1995) .
Still another problem arises in the clinical application of voice analysis systems. It concerns the actual performance of an acoustic analysis system in that it may not analyze voices that are "too disturbed" (e.g., Kay Elemetrics MDVP: "signal not voiced"). Such "dropouts" are particularly irritating in the assessment of voice changes for individual subjects who possess such highly disturbed voices, for example during a voice therapy.
Motivated by the above observations, a list of requirements may be compiled that should be met by an analysis system that is to be used in clinical practice or voice research: requirement 1 (analyzability): all voices can be analyzed, The somewhat vague formulations should allow to test the requirements at different levels of desired accuracy. While strictly speaking some of the requirements refer to intrinsic properties of the tested data, these data properties should still be reflected by the results of the acoustic analysis.
The initially stated list of potential advantages of acoustic voice analysis in the every-day phoniatric and logopedic routine has sparked a rapid development of measures and commercially available systems in the past years. A relatively recent development in the field of acoustic voice analysis is the hoarseness diagram (Fröhlich, Michaelis, & Kruse, 1998a,b; Fröhlich, Michaelis, Strube, & Kruse, 1997; Kruse, Michaelis, Zwirner, & Bender, 1997; Michaelis, Fröhlich, & Strube, 1998a ). This diagram is based on four acoustic measures, three of which assess different aspects of signal irregularity and the fourth the additive noise content. The particular measures have been determined on the basis of extensive studies on the informational gain and inter-dependence of various acoustic features (Michaelis et al., 1998a) .
In this article the hoarseness diagram provides the data to test the analysis procedure in the light of the above list of requirements. Requirement 1 is not examined explicitly since the acoustic features underlying the hoarseness diagram have been shown in previous studies to meet this requirement (Fröhlich et al., 1997 ). Requirement 2 is tested by analyzing the scattering of analysis results for individual recording sessions. The examination of changes in the analysis results of individual subjects on a long-term time scale allows an evaluation with regard to requirement 3. Requirement 4 is tested by analyzing various voice groups with defined phonation mechanisms and looking into the localization and statistical differentiation of the group distributions. The most important issue with regard to the potential applicability is given by requirement 5 which influences all other points and is therefore discussed where appropriate. Table 1 ). The recordings were taken as part of the clinical routine at the Department of Phoniatrics and Pedaudiology at Göttingen University, Germany. Additionally, 93 recordings of normal voices (no reported history of voice problems, range 11 to 61 years, mean 27 years) as well as 60 recordings of whispered vowels simulating total aphonia were used as reference groups. The speech samples were recorded in a sound-treated room using a head-mounted microphone (beyer dynamics HEM 191), pre-amplifier (AXR Mic/Dat 2), and DAT recorder (Pioneer D-07, sampling frequency 48kHz). During each recording session the subject was instructed to phonate the vowel sequence [© : © : ] first at comfortable pitch and intensity, then at a lower pitch, then at a higher pitch. Next, a standard text ("Nordwind und Sonne", duration approximately 2 minutes) was read (not used for this study) after which the vowel sequence was repeated at comfortable pitch. The subject was instructed to sustain each vowel for three to five seconds, if possible, without connecting consecutive vowels. The pitches of the different vowel series were not further specified or controlled, since subjects with highly disturbed voices were often unable to phonate at different pitches. Only recordings where each of the 28 vowel samples was sustained for at least one second entered the voice corpus. The only data pre-processing that was performed manually was the exclusion of voice onset and offset. The remaining "stationary" part of the signal was analyzed automatically and in a completely unsupervised way.
(insert Table 1 about here)
Acoustic analysis: the hoarseness diagram
The hoarseness diagram allows a quantitative two-dimensional description and graphical representation of voice characteristics on the base of four acoustic measures (Fröhlich et al., 1997 (Fröhlich et al., , 1998a Kruse et al., 1997; Michaelis et al., 1998a) . These four measures were found to yield a low-dimensional description of an originally 21-dimensional acoustic data space with the least loss of information. Principal components analysis revealed that in this four-dimensional space the data were Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -7
distributed in approximately a two-dimensional plane. The two principal components describing this plane provided the basis for the two axes of the hoarseness diagram (Michaelis et al., 1998a) .
In the diagram, three measures (jitter, shimmer, mean period correlation) contribute to the horizontal axis labeled the irregularity component (IC) (Michaelis et al., 1998a, equation 7) . All three are based on a segmentation of the acoustic signal into a sequence of glottal cycles. This unsupervised segmentation is performed by the waveform matching method (Milenkovic, 1987; Titze & Liang, 1992) . The algorithm yields highest IC coordinates for a signal generated by a random number generator (Michaelis et al., 1998a) . By following this algorithmic approach for segmentation any signal can be analyzed and no ad hoc threshold for "analyzability" needs to be introduced.
The fourth acoustic measure is the glottal to noise excitation ratio GNE (Michaelis, Gramss, & Strube, 1997) . It indicates to what extent the voice excitation is due to a pulse train or due to noise. In tests using synthetic signals the GNE was shown to be sensitive to additive noise but -unlike the normalized noise energy NNE (Kasuya, Ogawa, Kikuchi, & Ebihara, 1986) or cepstral harmonics to noise ratio CHNR (de Krom, 1993) that are often used to assess additive noise in speech signals -to be independent of jitter and shimmer (Michaelis et al., 1997) . The GNE enters the hoarseness diagram by the vertical coordinate labeled the noise component (NC) (Michaelis et al., 1998a, equation 8) . While it is important to keep in mind that all measures assess characteristics of the radiated acoustic signal rather than direct properties of the voice generation process, they can -within certain limitations (Michaelis et al., 1998b ) -generally be viewed as correlates of the underlying production mechanisms (Dejonckere, 1995; Dejonckere & Lebacq, 1996) .
The voice recordings were analyzed in 500ms frames applying a shift of 250ms. Subject bw (male, 55 years) had a second glottal tumor resected prior to the first recording which followed an earlier partial bilateral cordectomy. During the following half year he underwent a Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -9 functional voice therapy to stabilize the phonation mechanism. Stages of his improvement in voice generation are listed in Table 2 . The second subject bs (female, 63 years) suffered from a bilateral Reinke's edema that was resected after the first recording (Table 2 , middle). The third subject kw (male, 47 years) had a sub-total resection of a laryngeal tumor (T3) of the right endolarynx and applied an ary-epiglottic phonation mechanism (Table 2, bottom). Subject fm (male, 29 years) possessed a normal voice. The subjects were chosen to illustrate the assessment of changes in acoustic properties for mildly and severely disturbed voices (subjects bs and bw, respectively) and of unchanging phonation conditions for pathological and normal voices (subjects kw and fm, respectively).
(insert Table 2 about here)
In order to assess the normal variability in the analysis results five normal subjects were tested for differences in group distributions (see next section) on a long-term time scale. The first group comprised recordings of the five subjects at the earliest date available in the data base. The second group comprised the most recent recordings of the same subjects. Intervals between first-group and second-group recordings ranged from 7-20 months.
Localization of the analysis results for voice groups (requirement 4)
One possibility to determine whether similar voice generation conditions result in comparable analysis results is to relate results for subjects with well-defined phonation mechanisms to each other.
Given the clinical motivation of the analysis method, the first and most obvious grouping of the subjects is by medical diagnosis. However, many diagnoses do not imply specific phonation conditions and thus neither well-defined phonation mechanisms. In these cases a further selection has to be performed in a second step on grounds of the phonoscopic 1 examination.
Groups were tested in two main categories. In the first category different phonation mechanisms encountered after cancer surgery and subsequent voice rehabilitation were compared ("cancer groups").
In the second category two types of laryngeal paralyses were compared ("paralysis groups").
The groups in both categories comprised subjects with pronounced deviation from normal laryngeal conditions. This seemed important for two reasons: a) it allowed to test the performance of the analysis methods for highly disturbed voices where other systems often fail to produce interpretable results, and Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -10 b) in these cases groups with homogeneous phonation mechanisms could be defined for the data available.
The normal voice group and a group of simulated aphonic voices (realized by recordings of whispered vowels) marked the most extreme voice generation conditions. They supplied the references necessary for the interpretation and thus for the a posteriori validation of the analysis results. The acoustic analysis results for a given group were displayed as (filled) ellipse. Its location and size was defined by the distribution of the ellipse centers of the individual recordings underlying each group: for each coordinate the group ellipse center was defined as the mean of the centers of the individual recordings, the half-axis as the corresponding standard deviation.
Cancer groups
Patients who have suffered from laryngeal carcinoma show post-surgically various types of phonation mechanisms (Kruse, 1998). The particular mechanism depends primarily on the size of the resected tumor but can be also influenced by voice therapy.
Patients with small carcinoma may be able to continue using the vocal folds for voice generation after partial cordectomy and wound healing. Two different situations are observed. In the first case the operated vocal fold still vibrates or vibration can be restored by functional voice rehabilitation (Kruse, 1998 ). This situation is termed "glottic phonation" (group gp). The other case occurs when tissue properties of the cancerous fold have changed to such a degree that the fold has become stiff. For voices showing this condition the term "pseudo-glottic phonation" is suggested (group pgp). The two different classes of vibration patterns are distinguished by phonoscopic examinations. For pgp subjects the glottal closure is also observed to be not very tight.
After a complete cordectomy or if a major part of the vocal fold had to be resected the ventricular folds may serve as voice source (group vp). For vp subjects the vibration of the ventricular folds is usually highly irregular after the operation while closure is poor. The regularity of the vibration can be improved considerably by voice rehabilitation. Subsequently also the closure of the ventricular folds improves.
If even the ventricular folds cannot be used to generate the voice, ary-epiglottic phonation may still Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -11 be possible (group aep). This phonation type involves both epiglottic tissue and part of the arytenoid cartilage or the ary-epiglottic fold to generate the voice. The irregular vibrations observable during phonoscopy can be improved just slightly by voice rehabilitation. Correspondingly, the closure is also relatively poor during the phonation of sustained vowels.
The groups gp, pgp, vp, and aep used for the analyses comprised subjects showing exactly one of the phonation mechanisms just described. If more than one recording existed of a subject, the one after completing voice rehabilitation was used.
Paralysis groups
The different nerves of the larynx may be traumatized independently or in combination. We distinguish two types of nerve damage as described by Kirchner (1977) for subjects with laryngeal paralyses and immobility of the vocal folds.
Most commonly the recurrent nerve is paralyzed. In general, this type of paralysis leads to a paramedian position of the paralyzed fold. In the laryngoscopic view during breathing the paralyzed fold is positioned in almost the normal phonation position. A relatively stable glottal vibration is usually possible due to the entrainment of the paralyzed fold with the healthy one.
Less often a lesion of the vagus nerve between the turnoff of the superior laryngeal nerve and the turnoff of the recurrent nerve is observed. Subjects with this type of paralysis generally show a more lateral respiration position of the paralyzed fold in the laryngoscopic examination. In the phonoscopic examination, however, two distinct conditions can be observed: for most subjects glottal closure is poor during phonation. On the other hand, some subjects consistently realize glottal closure that is almost complete but not very tight (short closed phase).
In order to define homogeneous phonation mechanism groups on the base of the medical diagnosis, a two-step procedure was applied. First, a pre-grouping was performed based on etiology. The diagnosis relied particularly on the laryngoscopic examination assessing the respiratory condition. Only subjects with unilateral paralysis entered the two groups rpa (recurrent nerve paralysis) and vpa (vagus nerve paralysis). If several recordings of a subject existed, the one showing the clearest indication of the paralysis before logopedic treatment (usually the subject's first recording) was chosen on grounds of the Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -12 medical examinations.
In the second step, the groups were re-examined giving particular attention to the phonoscopic image sequences. On these grounds the vagus paralysis group was split up into the two groups "vagus paralysis with glottal closure" (group vpa ) and "vagus paralysis without glottal closure" (group vpa ¡ ) .
Since group vpa consisted of just two subjects, only group vpa ¡ was further analyzed.
Statistical significance
The statistical significance of the differences between the distributions underlying the group ellipses was tested by the two-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky, & Vetterling, 1988) . It allowed to test the two-dimensional difference in the plane defined by the hoarseness diagram.
In order to test the significance between distribution differences in one dimension (i.e., for the IC or NC)
the Wilcoxon two-sample test was applied (Press et al., 1988) . The Bonferroni-Holm correction (Holm, 1979) was applied in order to adjust for multiple comparisons (
comparisons in the analysis of the cancer, paralysis, and vowel groups (see Appendix), respectively). Student's t-test for unequal variances (Press et al., 1988) was applied to test the significance of the one-dimensional differences between the centers of the group distributions for both coordinates. This test was applied to assess differences between the normal and the pathological group (req. 2) and changes for individual voices (req. 3). Throughout the paper significances are interpreted at the 5% error level (¦ §
©5© §
).
Results
Requirement 2: Localization of the results for individuals Table 3 shows values characterizing the distributions of the ellipse centers and standard deviations for the pathological and the normal voice groups. Since subjects had to sustain each vowel for at least one second, each ellipse was based on at least 84 data points (average 305). Additional analysis results concerning particular speech tasks such as the phonation of different vowels or of voice tasks at different pitches are supplied in the Appendix.
(insert Table 3 about here)
The distributions of the standard deviations were found to be unimodal and relatively symmetrical.
Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -13
For the pathological voice group the average standard deviation was 1.04 | 0.58 in the IC | NC. For the normal group the average standard deviation was smaller in the IC (0.84) but not in the NC (0.61).
Student t-test for unequal variance revealed that the difference in the IC was significant whereas in the NC it was insignificant. The average standard deviation calculated for all recordings of both groups together was 1.02 | 0.59 in the IC | NC.
The -ratios according to equation (1) The voice generation of subject bs (Table 2 , middle) changed from irregular vibration and incomplete closure before the resection to a slightly asymmetric vibration of both vocal folds and an almost complete glottal closure after voice rehabilitation. Acoustically, her voice showed a continuous Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -14 development during wound healing and logopedic therapy (Fig. 1, second from top) .
Subject kw showed the same ary-epiglottic phonation conditions in all phonoscopic examinations during two years (Table 2 , bottom). In the acoustic analyses (Fig. 1, third from top) , all ellipses are found at more or less the same location (standard deviation of the different ellipse centers 0.09 in both coordinates). The consistency of the location of the ellipses illustrates that changes in the acoustic properties are not necessarily observed for pathological voices. Instead, acoustic analysis results are located in the same region of the hoarseness diagram once a stable phonation mechanism has developed.
The results for subject fm (Fig. 1, bottom) illustrate the acoustic fluctuations of a normal voice during two years. All ellipses are found in more or less the same location (standard deviation of the ellipse centers 0.21 | 0.11 in the IC | NC).
In order to estimate the sensitivity of the hoarseness diagram to changes in voice conditions statistical tests were performed on the acoustic analysis results of the different dates. For each subject the differences between the centers of the ellipses were tested by the Student t-test for unequal variances using the underlying data distributions of the particular recording sessions. For subject bw, all differences were significant, with the only exception for the ellipse pair {5/24/96, 5/31/96}. Since the subject received logopedic voice therapy and the recordings were taken at intervals of roughly two weeks, the small but monotonic changes in the analysis results may be interpreted as reflecting the changes in voice generation mechanism due to the therapy. The high frequency of significantly different ellipse centers demonstrates the high sensitivity of the hoarseness diagram when assessing functional changes in voice generation for individual subjects.
For subject bs all differences between ellipse centers were significant. Her case demonstrates that the hoarseness diagram may be used to assess changes in acoustic voice properties not only for severe voice disturbances but also for subjects with slightly or moderately impaired voices if the regularity of the vibration or the degree of glottal closure is affected.
The acoustic analysis results for subject kw revealed significant differences between ellipse centers for all possible pairs but for {11/19/97, 6/17/98} despite the close proximity of all ellipses. Similarly, for subject fm 146 of the 171 possible ellipse pairs showed significantly different center coordinates. This high frequency of significant differences can be explained by the large amount of data underlying each Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -15 ellipse (222 | 366 data points on average for subject kw | fm). For the vocally healthy subject fm the observed variations in size and location indicate the general variability of a voice due to environmental factors (e.g., air humidity, pollen) or health conditions (recording with a sore throat on 1/20/97).
Equivalent minute differences during the phonoscopic examination cannot be expected to be measurable without a reliable quantitative image analysis of the vocal fold motion.
The average normal variability that was tested by the group analysis of the five normal subjects on a long-term time scale revealed differences between group centers of 0.01 | 0.06 in the IC | NC. Both differences were insignificant both in the two-dimensional and one-dimensional tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Wilcoxon test, respectively).
Requirement 4: Localization of analysis results for voice groups
Cancer groups
The acoustic analysis results for the different phonation mechanism groups after cancer resection and subsequent voice rehabilitation are displayed in Fig. 2 together with the reference groups of the normal and aphonic voices. Results of the statistical analyses are shown in Table 4 .
(insert Figure 2 and Table 4 about here)
All acoustic analysis results for the different groups -including the reference groups -were found to be significantly different from each other. Differences in vibrational regularity of the voice source and in degree of closure of the vibrating structures are thus reflected by the acoustic analysis results.
Furthermore, all cancer patients showed considerable changes in tissue properties due to the carcinoma or scars obtained during the resection, which explains the significant differences from the normal group. The significant differences between the cancer groups and the aphonic reference group reflect the fundamental difference between a voiced phonation source and aphonia. In this regard, the difference between the ary-epiglottic phonation group (aep) and the aphonic voices is particularly interesting. Two of the five subjects of the aep group could not be analyzed by standard commercial software (Kay Elemetrics MDVP: "signal not voiced"), the other three only in small parts of the signal. Yet ary-epiglottic phonation represents a voiced sound generation and in the phonoscopic examination a vibration of tissue is generally observable. Although the group aep is situated close to the aphonic group In patho-physiological respect, groups gp and pgp are closest to normal phonation since the vocal folds still serve as voice source. Of the two groups, gp is closer to normal phonation than pgp since in the former case both folds oscillate while in the latter situation only one fold vibrates. Still, the vocal folds serve to generate the voice in both groups. Of the two remaining groups, vp can be considered closer to "normal" than aep for three reasons. For ventricular phonation, oscillation patterns are observed that are comparable to vocal fold vibration in terms of orientation and symmetry. Second, a surface wave can be seen that is similar to the mucosal wave of the vocal folds, and third, less laryngeal tissue has generally been resected.
In the acoustic domain, analysis results may be ordered with increasing Euclidean distance from the origin. This sequence reads as "normal -gp -pgp -vp -aep -aph" and thus reflects the underlying voice generation properties just described. Additionally, for pgp subjects the scarred vocal fold that does not vibrate leads to a poor glottal closure which is reflected by a high NC value for the pgp group ellipse relative to gp. The pattern found in the acoustic analysis results can thus be interpreted in terms of the patho-physiological deviation in laryngeal conditions from the normal voice.
Paralysis groups
The results of the acoustic analyses for the different paralysis groups are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 5 . Statistical analysis of the group distributions shows that the difference between the groups rpa and vpa¡ is significant as well as the differences between the two paralysis groups and the reference groups. The significant differences from the reference groups were to be expected since a unilateral vocal fold paralysis represents a relatively severe voice disturbance which would account for the significant difference from normal voices. On the other hand, in the first stages of the paralysis a vibration of the affected fold is usually still possible. This would explain the significant difference from the aphonic voices.
(insert Figure 3 and Table 5 about here) The significant differences in the acoustic analysis results between the two paralysis groups may be Requirement 1 states that all voices should be analyzable. Given the motivation for the two dimensions of the hoarseness diagram, two extreme conditions of the analyzed voice signal have to be considered: (a) extreme noise content, (b) extreme irregularity. The GNE was tested for both conditions in Michaelis et al. (1997) . The behavior of irregularity measures for condition (b) has been documented in Fröhlich et al. (1997) and Michaelis et al. (1998b) , for condition (a) in Hillenbrand (1987) . The analysis results of aphonic voices confirm that this most extreme case of voice disturbance also leads to the highest coordinate values observed. The possibility to analyze highly disturbed voices and even aphonic voices on a continuous scale without introducing an ad-hoc threshold for unvoicedness is due to the specific design of the algorithms (Fröhlich et al., 1997) . The hoarseness diagram therefore compares favorably to most commercially available acoustic analysis systems or other common acoustic measures (Fröhlich, Michaelis, & Strube, 1998c ) that do not allow the analysis of highly disturbed voices. With Requirement 4 was tested by relating acoustic analysis results of subject groups with similar phonation mechanisms to each other. Highly pathological phonation mechanism groups were used since in these cases the patho-physiological differences between groups exceeded the intra-group variability due to individual phonation conditions. The analysis results showed that groups with homogeneous phonation mechanisms were well-localized in the hoarseness diagram. Significant differences of the group locations were observed between different phonation mechanisms, which suggests that requirement 4 is met. Further analyses using quantitative description of voice generation -either by a parametric classification of the phonoscopic images or by image analysis of high-speed phonoscopic recordings -is needed to further substantiate these findings. Both parametric descriptions or high-speed image analyses of the vocal fold vibration would allow to compile additional groups with homogeneous phonation mechanisms of similar phonation conditions.
For moderately disturbed voices subject groups with comparable phonation conditions are hard to define on grounds of qualitative data only. For example, in the case of a benign tumor the specific effect on voice generation strongly depends on size and position of the tumor. By using a quantitative description of the voice generation process not only groups with highly disturbed voices could be examined (such as the cancer or paralysis groups of this study) but also subject groups showing slight and moderate voice impairments.
When analyzing moderately impaired voices with the hoarseness diagram it has to be kept in mind that voice disturbances not primarily affecting the degree of glottal closure or the regularity of vocal fold vibration could not be expected to lead to significant differences from normal voices. Also, a decrease in the NC -corresponding to a more complete glottal closure -may not always be a goal of a voice therapy since many normal voices also exhibit glottal gaps (Södersten et al., 1995) . Trying to lower NC coordinate values by increasing the degree of glottal closure might ultimately result in a hyper-functional voice. For voices that are only mildly disturbed a higher dimensional description of acoustic signal characteristics might be more appropriate (Hammarberg et al., 1980; Michaelis et al., 1998a) .
Informal observations suggest that within a given category (cancer or paralysis) predictions concerning the underlying phonation mechanisms may be possible on grounds of the acoustic analysis Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -22
Throughout this study the acoustic voice analysis of a given subject at a certain date was based on all 28 vowels recorded per session. Since those 28 tokens do not represent strictly homogeneous data, additional analyses on token groups were performed to get a more detailed picture of the analysis results in general. Two general inhomogeneities were looked into: (a) the mixing of articulatory constellations (i.e., different vowels), (b) the mixing of different pitches.
(a) In order to test the influence of the articulatory configuration the different vowels of each recording session were analyzed separately before being averaged for the normal and the pathological group (Fig. 4) . Results of the statistical tests are stated for the pathological group in Table 6 .
(insert Figure 4 and ] can be explained by the specific properties of the GNE. Informally it was observed that subjects often tended to articulate these vowels with a very pronounced rounding of the lips. Sometimes this even led to a whistling character of the signal. This demonstrates that the airflow at the lips was high so that a generation of air turbulences at the lip constriction seems reasonable. Acoustically these turbulences would show in additive noise.
Together with the strong attenuation of the higher harmonics this would decrease the GNE thereby increasing the NC values.
A possible explanation for the differences in the IC values is harder to conceive. Tests with synthesized speech samples described in Michaelis et al. (1998b) showed a strong influence both of the vowel and the fundamental frequency on the regularity of the radiated signal. Those tests were performed with a source-filter model without the possibility of feedback on the glottis model. The
Acoustic analysis with the hoarseness diagram -28 observed vowel patterns do not show an dependency. It might be speculated that the deviation from the source-filter simplification, i.e. the possibility of negative feedback in real voice production, might be responsible for the observed differences in regularity. The higher energy density within the vocal tract for the closed vowels might increase the repercussions on the vocal fold vibration. This would stabilize the vibration and could thus explain the lower IC values.
(b) In order to test the influence of the pitch the four vowel series (abbreviated as normal1, low, high, normal2) were analyzed separately before being averaged for the normal and the pathological group. The differences in standard deviation between the series amounted to maximally 0.08 and were all insignificant. Comparing the distributions of the centers, all differences were significant except for the pairs {normal1,normal2} (both groups), {normal1,low} (both groups), {high,normal2} (pathological group only). In the one-dimensional analysis no significant differences were found in the NC. Ordered with increasing IC values the same sequence "high -normal2 -normal1 -low" resulted in both groups.
Voice properties with regard to the regularity of the signal were thus affected by the instruction to phonate at different pitches. This is in accordance with other studies describing effects of the fundamental frequency on irregularity measures and/or the perceived roughness (de Krom, 1995; Martin, Fitch, & Wolfe, 1995) . It should be noted that the pitch dependence was observed even though the realization of different pitches was not controlled. Nevertheless, the mean fundamental frequencies show that on average a variation of the pitch was realized (for the pathological | normal group: 170 | 171Hz (first series in normal pitch), 156 | 146Hz (low pitch series), 220 | 225Hz (high pitch series), 177 | 174Hz (second series in normal pitch)).
The mean difference in center coordinates between the two normal pitched series was 0.1 in both coordinates for both groups. This value is comparable to the variation of analysis results for individual subjects with stable phonation conditions on a long-term time scale (2 years) as described in the main body of the text under requirement 3. It indicates a low test-retest variation on the time scale defined by the duration of the recording session (less than 10 minutes).
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The term "phonoscopy" is used to describe the endoscopic examination of the larynx during phonation with the possibility to resolve individual (pseudo-)cycles. This observation of the dynamical behavior may be realized by laryngo-stroboscopy in the case of periodic vibration. For irregular vibration, it should be performed preferably by high-speed imaging or kymography.
Although for the examinations performed in this study the term "phonoscopy" always refers to laryngo-stroboscopy, it is used to draw attention to the fact that the possibility to resolve the dynamical behavior is crucial for this particular examination. The term "laryngoscopy", on the other hand, refers to the general endoscopic examination of the larynx without the possibility to resolve the dynamical behavior during phonation.
: The group ellipse is based on the distribution of the individual ellipse centers only. Neither the sizes of the individual ellipses for the different recording sessions nor the corresponding underlying shapes of the data distribution enter the group ellipse.
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